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NM University Reps
To Discuss Budget
At UNM Conference
By Dennis Pohlman

is to keep open lines of communica·
tion so everyone affected by the cuts - ·
A special meeting of rcpresenta· will understand.
tives from six state universities will
That sentiment has been echoed
meet at the University of New Mex· by administrators at other universiico campus Tuesday to put together ties sending delegates to the Tuesa fiscal impact statement for Gov. day meeting. The presidents of
Toney Anaya, outlining the UNM and Highlands University
statewide effect of budget cuts on have already felt the ire of faculty
higher education.
members for failing to approach
Two officials each from New· thern for their input on budget reMexico State University, Western allocation.
New Mexico University, Eastern
Steps to improve communication
New Mexico University, New Mex- between the president's office and
ico Highlands University, the New faculty members have been taken at
Mexico Institute of Mining and both universities.
At UNM, faculty members report
Technology and UNM have been invited to the conference, called by the that repair work by administration
Council of University Presidents to officials has resulted in better underassess the 4 percent funding cutback standing, but the Highlands Board
.in the budgets of all six institutions. of Regents will intervene between
"I am going into this meeting President John Aragon and faculty
with the hope that we caQ produce a who have voted "no confidence" in
document with a positive outlook," his administration. That split began
AMAZING ANIMALS: The Museum of Southwestern Biology's mammal collection celesays conference organizer Gene some time ago, but has been
brated the cataloging ofits 50,000 specimen Friday afternoon. UNM's mammal collection
Bergman, vice president for busi- worsened by tight money at the Las
is the 1oth largest in the nation and is rated among the top 20 in the world. Dr. Terry
Vegas campus.
ness affairs at ENMU in Portales.
Yates, museum curator, sits next to a stuHed mount of a rare river otter which came from
Administrators say there is little
"Resources are tight, but we've
the Gila River in New Mexico.
been in tight situations before. I doubt the cutbacks will have a secontinued on page 9
don't want this report to sound like
sour grapes,'' says Bergman, who is
concerned the meeting will take on a
negative tone.
Bergman says he tells the people
at ENMU they should be thankful
who maintain there is discrimination three men had a good case against would not want to participate in a
they have jobs and to keep in sight By Lydia Piper
within
the Air Force ROTC at the ROTC unit, and said he has program that might be discriminatthe goal of providing the best quality
A national ~eter!lns organization UNM.
given directions to the Forum's legal ing against these students.
education possible under current
is
filing
a
formal
complaint
of
discriadvisor,
Jess Sandoval, to tile the
Jasso and Gonzales were commis·
The
three
former
cadets
say
they
economic conditions.
sioned through the UNM unit, and
••we're no worse off than most mination with the University of New received "differential treatment" letters of complaint.
Sandoval said he has been told to Suarez is presently undergoing disstates, and we're probably better off Mexico on behalf of three Hispanic while in the program. They say they
former
Air
Force
ROTC
cadets.
received
lower
grades
on
papers
and
tile
letters with UNM, the .Depart• enrollment proceedings. Sandoval~
than Michigan, Minnesota, OklahoThe G.l. Forum is filing the com- were often pressured to quit.
ment of Defense, the Senate Anned said the cadets had expressed inma, and many others," says BergZeke Duran, chairman of the GJ. Forces Committee, the House terest in filing charges when the
man, who added the important thing plaint in support of Javier Suarez,
Javier Jasso and Alfredo Gonzales, Forum in Albuquerque, said the Armed Services and the Air Uni- Suarez disenrollment investigation
began. Two other cadets had also
versity.
Sandoval said the Forum also has wanted to . take part 1 but later
asked him to file a letter with the changed their minds, he said.
Suarez was notified Dec. 3, two
University of Albuquerque, requesting it review its crosstown agree- weeks before his planned commisment with the Air Force ROTC. All sioning, that disenrollment proceedthree
the cadets are graduates ofU ings were being started against him
(CPS) - Despite suffering a USSA's chairmanship, and secon- dismissed as inexpert by education of A of
and
were going there while in beCause of his ''failure to maintain
second major resignation in three darily as a tax dodge for Duffy's committee staffers.
competitive standards for commisROTC.
"ASA is a lot more stable than a
weeks, the beleaguered American family.
sioning.,
Sandoval
said
since
such
a
large
In early' April, ASA President lot of people think," contends
Student Association has decided to
A charge of plagiarism was later
number
of
U
of
A
students
are
Histry to pick up the pieces and rebuild. Michael Chapman - under fire Michael Gallegos of the University panic, he believed the university
continued on page 9
In a teleconference held in the from the board, anyway -res- ofNewMexico,ASA'snewinterim
wake of a mass resignation, an appa- igned over a series of Duffy family president.
''When you're the largest student
rent grand jury investigation of its loans and donations to ASA made
group in the world, you just don't
finances and a series of damaging several years ago.
Chapman's charges have fold Up," he says. He blames tbe
losses to the rival U.S. Student
Association, the group- tech- apparentlypromptedagrandjuryin- group's troubles on "a couple of
nically the largest student group in vestigation of ASA's finances, and . weak presidents."
BONN, West Germany (UPI) - Stern publisher Henri Nannen said Sun·
the country - appointed an in- into whether the Duffy family manth
•·
"l knew ey dad run a real good day he is sure nco-Nazis did not forge the Adolf Hitler diaries that duped his
terim president to push for reorga- ipulated ASA's tax structure for its
own benefit,
conference,'' says Sara Thurin of magazine and millions of readers in West Germany, Britain and elsewhere.
nization.
The
u.s.
Attorney
for
Washingthe Coalition of Independent Col·
His statement in the Bild am Sonntag newspaper on the forgery exposed by
But at the same time, ASA board
lege and University Students, which the West German government Friday increased suspicion the communist East
Chairman Carl Chain of the Uni- ton, D.C., however, refuses to con- represents
private campus students
versity of Houston resigned from the firm or deny the existence of an in- in Washington. But "I'm really Gennan regime may have faked the diaries in order to create dissension
board, explaining, ."1 no longer ~estigation.
between West Germany and its allies.
k ,,
h • th' I" ·
·
ASNs current tax status allows shoe ed by t e 'e rca · rssues m
have the desire to work for that kind
Gina Heidemann, the wife of Stern reporter Oerd Heidemann; who
ASA's conduct.
claimed
he tracked down the purported diaries in a three-year hunt through
of an organization."
individuals to deduct contributions
But to spend more on lobbying,
In recent weeks critics and offic- to the group, but keeps ASA from h
East and West Germany, Switzerland and Latin America~ pointed bet finger
Id h
1 ·
erS alike have complained the group spending much of its budget on lob- t e group wou .ave to a ter rts tax at East Germany.
Gallegos doesn;t "believe it
She told London's Sunday Times, which bought the British publication
was born in 1978 primarily as a salve byin.g, which is supposed to be .its status.
will really be an issue" during his
rights from Stern, that her husband was given the diaries by the "highest
for the ego of founder Tom Duffy, main purpose, according to its tenure.
who had just lost a campaign for charter.
.
possible" East German source in return for Western currency.
ASA' s remaining board memBut Chain wonders how long the
Asked if the seller had wanted Western currency to flee to the West, she
replied, "I don't think so. Why should he want to get out? He couldn't get
bers, moreover, are deeply divided tenure and group can last.
·
over Duffy's continuing influence
"With no disrespect to Michael any higher."
INSIDE:
Nannen, asked the source ofth~? forgery, said: •'I have become certain that
and the presence of consultant Jim Gallegos, I don't know that the damNewton in the organization.
age can be .repaired,;, he says.
they did not come from radical right-wing circles."
CHIEF'S PLANS:
He did not say where they came from and it was considered likely that he
Newtonhas lost recent key bids to
Former P.resident Chapman's
See Page 5
have the Ohio and New Jersey state sendiilg his resignation letter, detail~ did not know.
student associations choose ASA ing Duffy family influence in the
This belief was str~ngthened by Mrs. Heidemantt's statement that Stern
over rival USSA.
group, to all 500 member schools subjected her husband to a marathon interrogation Saturday at the magatine 's
TITLE MA TCHEll:
ASA's troubles extend to its his· might have killed ASA; he :.nys, "I Hamburg headquarters in an effort to get him to disclose his source~.
See Page 13
Nazi hunter Simon Wiescnthal believes old Nazis and the East German
torically-weak lobbying in Con- just don't know if you can come
secret police might have workecl· together ort the forgery.
gress, where the group is typically back from that.·'

Gl Forum Alleges UNM Discrimination

National Student Group Attempting
To Rebuild After Numerous Setbacks

Ff:lehrer's Diary Furor Continues;
E. Germany Suspected in Forgery
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Associate Students of the Universityof New Mexico's presidentelect, Dan Serrano, has had good
fortune this year, Not only wQs he
elected president of ASUNM this
semester, but he also will be the
American Student Association convention director this summer.

Arms Panel Uses NATO Tactic
WASHINGTON- A demand
by congressmen that the administration link deployment of the MX missile to a more flexible approach to
arms control is a leaf fi:Om NATO's
strategy.

Now three senators and nine
members of the House have tried the
same tactic, effectively warning
President Reagan that he cannot expect Congress to approve his lateSt
basing plan for MX unless he adopts
anus control recommendations
made by his MX commission.
The congressional bargaining
chip reflects the unease in Congress
about accepting any basing plan for
the to-warhead missile. Its first real
test will come this week in the House
Appropriations Committee,

HEWLETT

ASUNM President-Elect Directs Meeting

by United Press International

By Gloria Simon

NATO tied the future installation
of 57'2 Pershing-2 and cruise missiles in five European countries beginning in December to negotiations
between the Soviet Union and the
United States on limiting nuclear
weapons on the continent. It
worked.

Increase your produc,tivity
with a
Hewlett~Packard Calculator

FJ/;-

Wire Report

The panel is to vote on freeing
$560 million in research and development money for the missile,
which was held up in December
when Congress flatly rejected the
administration's proposal to cluster
I 00 MXs in a "dense pack"
arrangement.
The commission, headed by
Brent .Scowcroft, national security
adviser to President Gerald Ford, recommended deploying about 100 of
the.near I 00 ton missiles in existing
Minuteman-3 silos that would be
hardened against nuclear blast.
They would be buried at Warren
Air Force Base, which sprawls
across the Wyoming Nebraska border, beginning in 1986 at a cost of
$16.6 billion- about $10 billion
Jess than the estimates for dense
pack.
But the Scowcroft commission
also recommended development of a
small, single-warhead missiledubbed "Midgetman"- and that
the counting of weapons in the
Strategic Arms Reduction Talks in

Geneva should be based on the numbers of warheads instead of the numbers of missile launchers,
The basic concept is to turn the
clock back 13 years - to create
more stability between the superpowers by building missiles that
have only one warhead, making
each one of them Jess of an attractive
target than a 10-warhead MX.
The Minuteman-3 and the Soviet
force. of SS-18s and SS-l9s contain
warheads that are Multiple Independently Targetable Reentry Vehicles - that is, a package of explosives that splits apart and can hit
separate targets. Submarinelaunched ballistic missiles have
similar warheads.
A senior administraHon official
seemed to sum up the changing
direction .of the Reaganites when he
said privately:
"Unless we pay more than lip service to arms control, MX is going to
be in trouble. If the president is willing to put it in writing, it's a solid
commitment- and that's the
direction in which we're heading."

The ASA convention is attended
by over 600 schools from around the
country and is held annually in
Washington D.C.
Serrano said his duties as the
director of the convention will include planning activities for the students attending.
"I'll be responsible for planning
workshops, entertainment, and
arranging for hotels and sight-seeing
tours," Serrano said.
Serrano, who has visited the capitol city four times, claimed he knew
the city like the ''back of his hand''
and is looking forward to this unique
opportunity to plan for the ASA con.
vention.

~Texan'

Tour Ends Lacking Syrian Agreement
PARIS- Secretary of State rnir and Defense Minister Moshe
George Shultz ended a two-week Arens for 90 minutes, then went to
Middle East mission with brief stops Beirut and met with Lebanese Presi·
in three countries Sunday, but still dent Amin Gemayel.
lacked Syrian agreement to join
After his talks with Gemayel,
Israel in a withdrawal from Shultz said .special U.S. envoys PhiLebanon.
lip Habib and Morris Draper will
Israel agreed Friday in principle remain in Lebanon to work out
to withdraw its army from Lebanon, "matters still ahead of us."
but said it depends on the simulShultz then flew on to Paris for an
taneous pullout by 40,000 Syrian economic meeting, ending his
troops and 10,000 Palestinian guer- arduous, 2-week mission.
rillas under Syrian control.
In Israel, Shultz praised the
Syria has spurned the Israeli- Israel-Lebanon troop withdrawal
Lebanese agreement, calling it a agreement as "great," but warned
means for "Arab surrender".
difficult negotiations with Syria
Shultz began the day in Riyadh, were ahead.
Saudi Arabia, where he met King
Arens, in an interview on CBSFahd late Saturday and apparently TV's "Face the Nation," warned
received Saudi support for his nego- that Syria was "doing everything
tiating efforts. The Saudis are one of possible to intimidate the
Syria's chief financial backers.
Lebanese" and prevent them from
Shultz then flew to Israel to confer signing the withdrawal agreement
with Foreign Minister Yitzhak Sha- with Israel.

Lebanese officials are expected to
take the completed Israeli agreement
to Damascus on Tuesday and to
make a formal request for the departure of the Syrian forces.
Shultz met with Syrian President
Hafez Assad in Damascus Saturday
and U.S. officials said Assad was
told he has an historic opportunity to
remove Israeli troops from Arab
territory.
The Israeli troops have been in
Lebanon since last June's invasion
and the Syrians have occupied part
of Lebanon since 1976 when they
intervened in the Lebanese civil
war.
Assad arrived in Saudi Arabia for
talks with King Fahd only hours after the departure of Shultz, who has
offered U.S. help in securing a
Lebanese-Syrian agreement on a
pullout.

I

The ASA convention is a chance
for UNM students to see how other
student governments work and to
show how UNM operates, he said.
Last year, UNM sent 15 people to
the convention, but Serrano was uncertain as to how many students
would be sponsored by UNM .this
year.
SeiTano said in the president's
budget there is an allotment for him
to go to the ASA convention. But the
other students must be approved by
the ASUNM Senate.
"Traditionally, this conventiol! is
attended by senate members and
other executive branch members.
But we welcome all students to
come and participate,'' Serrano
said.
Serrano said his new job as convention director will not get in the
way of his duties !IS ASUNM president and says the two jobs compli·
ment each other.
''!know right now that I'll havc: to
make two trips to the ASA conven·
tion," he said. "One at the end of
school (early May) and one before

Opinion polls predicted the
socialists would win up to 49 percent
of the total vote in 8,000 towns and
cities and in 13 new regional parliaments.
The local election is only the
second in nearly 50 years. In 1979,
Spaniards chose their first democratic local governments since the
1936-39 Civil War that spawned the
dictatorship of Gen. Francisco
Franco.

Election officials said early reports indicated more of the 27 million eligible. voters were casting bal.lots than in the 1979 municipal elections, when the turnout was just over
60 percent.

fast, free
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.. delivery
Hours:
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During this year's often bitter

Pizza
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campaign the main rival to the
socialists was the rightist Popular
Alliance, which attempted to make
central issues of the country's economic problems and the socialist
legislative program that includes
loosening Spain's anti-abortion law.
During Saturday's official "day
of reflection," when campaigning
was banned, a Socialist Party office
in Barcelona was set afire and a
Popular Alliance headquarters in
Pontevedra was burned. No injuries
were reported.
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AUSTIN, Texas (UPI)- The Daily Texan, the University of Texas
campus newsppper, has a new editor
who isn't white and who isn't afraid
to admit he's afraid.
"I'd be lying to you if l said I
wasn't scared," said Roger Campbell, the first black newspaper editor
in the history of the 48,000-student
campus. "The people who voted for
me are the people I am responsible
to - the same ones I have to face
every day I go to print.
"History is history, and there is
nothing I can do about that," said
Campbeii, a senior journalism student from Dallas. "I am the first
black to hold a position of this sort,
and that's a fact.
"I know J'm black,'' he said.
"Every day that I've looked at the
mirror, I knew. That's not what is
important, I never looked at myself
as the black candidate, just the best
candidate for the job.
"One day the issue of race will
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Serrano said there will be a 60/40
split in ASUNM activities. Business
will be adressed 60 percent of the
time politics will make up the other
40 percent.
"ASUNM will be responsible for
maintaining a budget that does not
go in deficit and maintaining a courteous staff that is pleasant to the students," he said.
Serrano said one of his objectives
is change the misconceptions and
bad connotations centering on politics,
"Politics isn't dirty. It's the people that make politics dirty and
hopefully I'll change that,'' he said.

not be important, just who is best
qualified forthe job."
Campbell, elected to the post by
his peers, said he hoped to boost

minority participation and expression at Tlzi Daily Texan; the primary
news source for much of the
school's population.
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"My hope for president is to run
ASUNM like a business inste.ad of
like a political machine," he said.

The pre.sident-clcct said his goal
is to work slowly at the things he
accomplished and pursued during
his. vice-presidency and grow from
there.
"My philsophy is to tinish the
things you start and go a step further
instead of starting another list you
can't finish," Serrano said.
And from his list, Serrano said
meeting students' needs and meeting their interests are top priority
next year.
At present, Serrano has not
appointed his cabinet and said he is
continuing to take applications for
chairs.
Serrano said he will have his
cabinet selected by May 13 or before
he officially takes office.

PUZZLE SOLVED

by JOI'Iathan D. Kanlrowitz,

CASEY OPTICAL CO.
4306 lomas NE

During' his preparation period,
Serrano said he hopes to change the
operation of ASUNM.

Editor Admits Position F.earful

Spain Voters Support Local Socialists
MADRlD, Spain- Voters
turned out in large numbers Sunday
to choose mayors and city councils
in nationwide elections expected to
give a strong vote of support to the
young government of socialist
Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez.

the convention starts, (the end of
July), so l can spend time prep~ring
for next year."
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Unique Medical Program Has First Graduates
By Patricia Olson

---Opinion---

---Editorial--Good Sports Sink Ship
What did we tell you ... The biggest problem we face are those
who will claim there is nothing to worry about while the ship slowly
sinks.
A meeting is planned Tuesday to "put together a fiscal impact
statement for Gov. Toney Anaya" of the budget cuts' effect on our
state's universities.
But from the administrators' tone, it sounds more like a Tom
Sawyer whitewashing party than a mustering of forces.
Conference organizer Gene Bergman says he hopes the report Will
have a positive outlook, and that he is concerned the meeting will take
on a negative tone. It seems sportsmanship matters more than the
stakes we are playing for- quality in education.
Bergman, who is also vice president for business affairs at Eastern
New Mexico University, says the people at ENMU should be thankful
they have. their jobs and should continue trying to provide a quality
education despite financial restrictions. (Faculty, do you get the feelIng this man is ready to trade you a paintbrush for your bullfrog?)
Another administrator says if the conference can "put out a statement that reassures people we can deal with the problem without
deeply hurting our programs, it will be worthwhile." It is as. insu.lt·
ing as it is disheartening that administrators of our universititesthe caretakers of higher education- should not only ignore the
urgency of the problems the universities are facing, but expect to
convince us there is nothing to worry about.

by8erke
Breathed
ANP1HJ5.,
JUST IN ...

---Letters--Bottom View Regrets Attribution

Richard M. Berthold

Peace Corps Suggested
As New Job for Ronnie

lee Reilich

--

hood of their being successful in it and their
committment to a rural primary care kind of
setting, says Obenshain.
UNM plans to continue both tracks for now,
he s_aid: And <~lt~ough other schools arc slowly
bcgmnmg to 1m1tate UNM's program, Obenshain says that the old kind of curriculum has
been used for so long, schools arc resistant to
change.
The Sollthem Medic£// Joumal concludes
that ''Generations of cynical medical students
hav~ graduated from such an education( conven.hon~l), dangcro~sly concl\lding that their
bas1c ~C!ence educatiOn was largely irreleva!ll
to ~he1r. real work i!S doc1ors and subsequently
domg httle to keep up with scientific advances
in their field. Data reported here suggest the
bitter h~rvest c~n perh~ps be stemmed by a
suppor!Jve leammg environment that focuses
~n basic sciences as they apply to actual patient problem~ reflective of real-life heal!h
care needs."

FREE

Between The Lines With
Maxwell Glen&Cody Shearer.
DISCCX/6RIW W~RING ON<..Y 1t!E:.
P.Ornlr.\5 Of A UGHr l3UJ6. C£15UR6
5UIT ANP CUNCHING NIWITON'fl
HP.IRPI6Ct. IN Hl5 "TE€11-l, A
Jil\tW INltiRIOR ffCR61ARY
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Editor:
Each and every speech Reagan has given thus far for the good of
our country continues to reek of "military tactics." Our president, it
appears, will stop at nothing in order "to keep hls word." It matters
not where it hurts. He knows nothing of what it means to be hungry
and tie knows nothing of what it means to have his property at stake.
I agree with Sen. Christopher Dodd, who labeled Reagan's plea for
increased military aid to Central America "a formula for failure/' This
is not only a formula for failure, but a formula for "insanity" as well.
As far as Reagan negotiating for a settlement, forget itl "Mr. Nice
Guy" has. shown no sensitivity whatsoever toward foreign relations -let alone domestic relations- and, consequently, cannot
face up to the fact that there is no military solution.
Several weeks ago, our president made the comment that "no
president With only two years in office can promote our country's
stability"- these words after offering to throw his hat in the ring for
another term.
I would strongly advise that for the rest of his term ir. office,
President Reagan and his wife, Nancy, join the "peace corps," the
toughest job they may learn to love, and learn to understand the
plight and terror of the poor.

WASHINGTON -Industrial robots. Electronic bank tell.ers. Office
word processing systems. In the name of increasing U.S. productiv·
ity, these and other innovations could prove extremely disruptive to
the American work force.
Yet there are other paths to improved productivity. One is called
"worker participation. Unfortunately, as John Simmons and William
Mares revealed in "Working Together," their recent study of U.S.
labor/management problems, American managers have underemphasized such cooperation in the lunge for a 64K-RAM solution.
Yet an improbable booster of labor's role, the New York Stock
Exchange, found that those U.S. firms with employee participation
programs aver11ged a 20 percent increase in productivity during the
1970s, about 10 times the overall national rate. That the same period
witnessed substantial workplace computerization only underscores
the benefits of worker participation.
"It's the people, not the hardware," said Simmons, who teaches at
the University of Massachusetts. "We're still mesmerized by the
conventional wisdom that greater capital investment holds the key to
outgunning Japan."
Last month, the Bureau of Labor Statistics altered its measurement
of productivity to reflect more precisely the influence of technological
innovations, managerial decisions and other seemingly unquantifiable factors on the nation's output- an official recognition that productivity means more than plant, equipment and time clocks.
But it could be years before the cooperative style widely practiced
in California'a Silicon Valley (by, for example, employee-owned Hew·
lett-Packard) is standard practice- and even longer before it creates
jobs for those displaced by robots, electronic tellers and office computers.

umque pnmary care curric\llum begun by the
medkal school in 1979.
P~imary care ~urriculum is an experiment in
medical education and is a problem-based,
leamer-c~ntered, small gro\lp tutorial progr~m leadmg to the MD degree. in this innovatl~e .educational system, st\ldents Jearn the
s.c•ences basic to medicine around actual patient problems.
"We have ~ different philosophy," says
Scott Obensham, assistant dean for under<>:ractuate medical education. "Each student
b.'11gs in a unique and different knowledge
base when they come here. The conventional
track cannot provide different things for different students."
Of the nine graduates, four will go into
family practice residencies, three into pediat"

around problems they regard as important
leads to a better appreciation for and motivation to continue the learning of science."
T~e article continues to say that some
;ncu•~al educators conclude ''primary care
unphes less than and that <I program so
oriented m;ght serve as a back door into
medical school. But primary care curriculum
permits students to apply for the its curriculum
trac!< only after gaining acceptance to medical
School. Those accepted applicants desiring,
but not accepted to, primary care cuJTiculum
matriculate in the conventional track."
Is this program for aJJ medical students?
While it is too soon to know, it seems there are
some differences in the type of students desiring such an education.
They are older and there is a significantly
larger proportion of women, reports the
Southern Medical Jo!lrnal.
Students are chosen for primary care curriculum by a committee that looks at the likli-

** *

Editor:
In my column of May 4, I may have suggested that one of my
colleagues actually referred to students as swine. In fact, I have never
heard this person use that word and did not mean to suggest that he
has. I apologize for creating this particular imputation, but I stand
behind my general statement.

Industry Works Out

The. 65 ~cdical students graduating from

~he Umvers1ty of New Mexico this spring will
m~Jude t~e first nine people to complete a

rics residencies, one into intemal medicine,
and one into psychiatry.
''Their experience is a more balanced
one," Obenshain says. "The things they Jearn
are very similar to those in the conventional
track, but they see things more in cor:tcxt. Our
bias is that this is a better way to educate
physicians. A physician should be a problem
solver. These students have a more functional
knowledge."
There is no other program just like the
UNM's primary care curriculum in America,
though such programs do exist in other coun.
tries, UNM's program was modeled after the
one at McMaster University in Ontario, which
has been operating since the late 1960s.
The Southern Medical Journal reports
"The experimental students as compared to
students in the conventional track, showed a
greater appreciation of their learning environment, showed Jess stress, and failed to become
cynical.. .. rt appears that a curriculum designed around how students learn best and

Americans deducted more than $295 billion on their individual and
corporate tax returns last month. Next year, according to the Joint
Committee on Taxation and the Treasury Department, tax deductions
and other exclusions will top $327 billion; by 1988, the figure will
approach half a trillion dollars.
While mosttaxpayers cherish theirwrite-offs, Uncle Sam regards
then as little different from the entitlement programs created for less
fortunate Americans. In fact, both the Congress and the budget office
refer to deductions as "tax expenditures," which boost the deficit
much like actual outlays.

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
This r.oupon good ONLY
with valid student or
military ID. Umit one
per New Donor. Not good
with other coupons

***
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Two researchers at the Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology suggest that American homeowners haven't adopted long-term conservation habits since the 1973 oil embargo.
Bernard Freidan and Kermit Baker contend that most of the last
decade's 1.6 percent decline in U.S. residential energy use can be
attributed to reduction in household size, internal migration to warmer parts ofthe country, an increase in the share of women who work
during the day and a decline in household income.

with coupon thru 5·1
New Donors accepted
From 12:30 to 3:30 prn
Monday through Friday

Present this coupon for a $5.00

Bonus on Fi

Donation

-------------------~-----------,
This Ad Good For
Z 1
50% OFF One Round _g 0 I
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Regular Price of Mini-Golf

F!nally, in the "end run" department: the American Enterprise
Institute, a powerhouse of conservative ideas here, thinks it has found
a way to free poor women from the cycle of joblessness, welfare and
low-wage jobs: self-employment. A nine-month study suggested that
a woman's welfare payments could be used to capitalize a new
business in which the recipient herself is employed. Over time, the
authors wrote, the need for government subsidy would diminish.
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University, but the division is less
affected because it is selfsupporting.
It is possible continuing education
will be able to pick up a few courses
in the fall that other departments
have to drop because of budget restrictions, he said. But no decisions
will be made "until the main campus can know what it will be able to
cover," he .explained.
Continuing education will add
courses they feel will be able to pay
for themselves and have good community appeal, Oliver said. "There

are a Jot of constraints" to adding
courses, he said.

XEROX 9400 DUPLICATING SlfSTEM

L
!a
.,

J''

Students shm!ld not enroll in a
correspondence course thinking it
will be easy to complete during the
summer, Oliver cautioned. Requirements for these independent study
courses include completing from 16
to 36 written assignments.
A schedule of summer extension
courses and information about independent study courses may be
obtained from the continuing edUC!Ition office located lit the comer of
Lomas and Yale SE.

20" ...., bond c0f'lf1 (61'1 • II loo54!,ot-.,.'no rnlo)

celebrating the grand opening
of our new location

English Institute Readies
Students for UNM Study
Because of the increasing number
of foreigners studying in the United
States, many universities have provided programs designed to improve
the foreigners' proficiency in English. Five years ago, the need for
such a program at the University of
New Mexico was met with the implementation of the Intensive English Institute.

40 First Plaza Bldg. at the Galeria
Albuquerque, NM 87102 • (505) 842-9428
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s racquetball courts
Running Club
2 whirl pools
Pro ShOP
1 swimming pool
snack bar
1 sauna
Massage therapy
2 steam baths
Diet weight control programs
complete Nautilus
Free locker room amenities
cardlo-aeroblc training
1 hour free parking
Aerobic dance classes
Starting May 1st we will have computerized fitness testing. we will be the
only facilitY in the citY that Will have computerized fitness testing.
Your body deserves the best, the very best.
Please present this coupon when you sign our 12 month contract; VIsa, Master·
charge, American EXPress and Automatic Bank Debit are welcome.

1

Executive Sports Club, the very best!!

I
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Before enrolling in regular UNM
classes, all foreigners must take an
exam to determine the level of their
English proficiency. If it is inadequate for admission, they must attend
the institute. About half of those
completing the program continue at
UNM.

The Executive Sports Club has a special offer for you:
Now through June 15th all UNM students, facultY and staff may Join our
limited membershiP club with no Initiation fees.
vou can save between 75.00 · $300.00
No other club In town has ever made such an Incredible offer.

Most of the students are Spanish
speakers from Mexico, Central and
South America. Others come from
Asia and the Middle East and occasionally, a European may enroll in
the institute.
Depending on the. level of proficiency, they enter the program at
one of three different levels. Some
people may have to attel!d for three

our facilities include:

Located on central and 2nd street
between copper and Tijeras.

, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ASM Professor Leaves

·

The University of New Mexico, Department of Medicine, Division of Dermatology is studying effectiveness of a topical solution called monoxidil to determine its
effectiveness in growing hair. We are seeking 100 participants in this study with
male pattern or common baldness. The pattern of hair loss must include hair loss
in the front of the scalp and some hair loss on the back, middle of the scalp (see
photo). Patients must be available for one full year for monthly follow-up visits,
must be between the ages ofl8 & 49. For more irtformation, please call277-6770
between 2 & 6 p.m. This phone will not be answered or manned at other hours.

~ ki~~~:~.~ ~~r.ies ~
AJbl..lquerque, NM 87106

255·9673
Mic~a\:1

Associate professor of management Ron Milne will be leaving the University of New Mexico to take a post at the University of Nevada-Las Vegas.
Milne has been teaching accounting at UNM's Anderson School of Management for the past two years and was recently honored by ASM' s Associ a·
tion of Accounting Students at the school's awards ceremony.
Milne said his is a very mobile profession and that he is leaving UNM with
a positive view of the school. He did, however, say "the way the state
handles benefits for its employees is detrimental on a national scale.'' He said
most state benefits arc not tax sheltered.
"It costs a fortune to work in this state. I could go to Las Vegas with the
same salary and make a Jot more money," Milne said.
Milne said he has enjoyed being at UNM and New Mexico, in general,
although he said he has not had much opportunit:r to travel in the state.
"We'll probably be back as tourists," he said.

XEROX 9400 DUPLICATING SYSTEM
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.AlbUquerque, NM 81106

255·9673
NEW HOURs
MON.-FlU. 7:30-7:~0
Of'i'th GOOD 'TI.L

SATURDAY t0:00-5:00

SUNDAY NOON-5:00
MIIY lft1 tqA3

NEW HOUI\S
MON.·FRl. 7:00·7:.:10

SATUI\DAY 1 0:00·5:00

SUNDAY NOON-5:00
f>1!>J 1'7, lq"-\'1,

OFFER GOOV 1/L

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK!

There is alternative
•
Investtnent for your

Tax Sheltered

This is the final Lip Service for this semester. The
next Lip Sef1llc~ will appear in the June .2 issue of/he
Dally Lobo, Lip Service ls available to all UNM nonprofit organizations. Forms for Lip· Service con be
picked up in Marron Hall, roOm IJB, and must be
lurnedlnbyl p.m. Wednesday, June)*

Annuity

Today' s Events
All '!3 Gr•du11n are encouraged to rrsister for
free membership .iQ the Alumni Association from 8
a.m to 5 p.m. in the_SUB, room 200. B)' registering,
graduales become eligible for ;:a drawing to wln a trip

to Hawaii. Drawing is May iS.

Upcoming Events
1M UNM Art Ma~eam wlli have an opening
reception for the "Video as Auitude" exhibition at
3:30 p·.r:n. Saturday, May 14• .A symposium wlU
precede the reception at 2 p.m. It will be moderated
by suest curator Patrick Clancy. John Hanhardt,
curator
film and video at the Whilney Museum,
will participate with exhibiting artists.

THE ODDS ARE H.I.S.
DID BETTER THAN YOURS

The UNM lntemanon•l Center Will present Jim
Shock, Democratic Socialist of America Western
Regional ¢oordlnator, who will speak on .. National
PerspcctiveofDSA and the New Left in Americai" at
7:30 p.m. Wednesday, May 18, at the JnterMtional
Center, 1816 Las Lomas N.E.

substantially better. In fact, the
Hulton Investment series Growth
Fund showed a net total return of
39 percent last year.
There is no way of telling if
your fund (or any other) can repeat
Its past success. It often depends
on the market itself, but there are
aspects of our mutual funds that are
worth considering when you com·
pare results.
The liullon Investment Series,
to begin with, takes advantage of
the Industry's finest research de·
partments.
The liutton Investment series
Growth Fund is actually part of the
H.l.S. family of four funds; Growth,
Emerging Growth. Short tenn
(money market), and Bond and In·
come. There is no initial sales
charge, and as market conditions or
your own investment objectives
change, you can shift your assets
between the funds at no cost.

lnformttton On ihe MOunt1in Club's Ra;lina Trip
is available in the SUB, room 24F.
-

A Snen·WHic Bealnn-lnJ ConverSJtlon Sp1nlsh
for travel and business situations, will be
orrered by native speaker EncamaAbella from 7 to9
p.m. Mondays beginning June 13 at the International
Cenierj 1808 Las Lo~as ~.E. More illfonnalion is
available from Ms. Abella at 266-9943 or the
international Cenler· at 277-2946.
Ow~

..Miaorlill's and Mf'dldae," 1 motlntional
workshop prosrarn, will be held May 23-27~ More
infOrmation is available. by writing .. Motivational.
Workshop .-PrOgtam•'/StUdent Arfairs OtnceJBasie
Science Medical Bldg;, room 106/Aibuquerque,
N.M., 87131, or by calling Lauro Silva, MWP
coordinalor. al 277-4654 or 277-2728.

AIRLINE
CAREERS
celebrating the grand opening
of our new location

A. Gallegos

TOUCHE: This fencing duel on the duckpond bridge was the grand finale of Fencing 150,
taught by Ross Thomas. The students paired up into seperate armies and fought for control
of the bridge Thursday.

or

Carol Bradley Shirley

!!!!!'!!'"'!!!!.~~~-

Are You Losing Your Hair?

semesters before beginning regular
classes. All levels, especially the
advanced, stress the reading, writing and listening skills needed to
take university classes.
Although conversation is included, it is assumed that students
will acquire the skill on their own.
Students spend five hours a day in
class (beginning in the fall, it will be
four hours so an hour can be spent in
a language lab) for the length of a
regualr UNM semester. After completion of the third level, students
should be able to pass English 100.
Five teachers conduct classes,
with a minimum of four students and
a maximum of twelve. Most of the
teachers know some Spanish, but
only English is spoken.
In addition to class activities,
short trips and other social events are
included.
UNM's Intensive English Institute is one of the smallest and least
expensive programs of its kind
($1200 tuition for Fall and Spring
semesters and $600 for summer session). Its office is located on the
second floor of Marron Hall and is
supported by student tuition.

Remlnder:
You have until June 15th to
enroll or revise your current
Tax Shelter AnnuitY program.

Find out about exciting career
opportunities with over SO ait·
lines.
International Air Adademy now
accepting candidates for June,
July & August.
Join us for a FREE 2 hour orienta·
tion and discover the facts;
Salaries, Travel Benefits, Up·
ward Mobility, Training Require·
ments.

In a strong stock market, for ex·
ample, you can move into the
Growth or Emerging Growth funds.
If interest rates continue to fall you
may find bonds appropriate, and if
rates tise to the levels of the past,
the short term money market fund
remains available.
All mutual funds make sense
because they spread your risks
across a range of different Issues.
The Hulton Investment series
makes even better sense because it
lets you broaden your investment
mix to span a range of markets.
For Prospectus• and complete
information regarding charges and
expenses, mail the coupon or call
Carl D. weiner, Vice President, EF
HUtton & Co. Inc., 285·5561.

~----------------~--

1 like those odds.

The 11uuon Investment Series
certainly sounds like a smart idea to me.
0 I want to read about the details, please
send me your booklet and Prospectus on
IUS.

0 I want to talk about H.t.S., please contact

me right away.
Name
Address
City

State

BUsiness Phone

Home Phone

My EF Hutron Account Executive is

Read the Prospectus carefully
before you invest or send money.

Carl D. Weiner, VIce President,
EF Hutton & co. Inc.
Pine Tree Office Park
47251ndlan School Road NE
Albuquerque, NM 87UO
(505),265·556i

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .._. _ _ ...,.-,_.._ _ _ _ illllio....., _ _ 'l

*see J>age 31 ofl1 rospccrus for an explanation ot
performuncc lntormatlon~

Thursday
May26

4 Seasons Hotel
2500 Carlisle NE
Albuquerque

12 noon or 7pm
lntetnaional Air Academy
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When EF Hutton talks people listen
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continued from page 1
rious and lasting effect on the quality
of edlJcation, particularly if state revenues do .not improve quickly.
"We certainly are hoping that
state finances improve soon,'' says
Dick Wells, assistant vice prl\sident
for business affairs at NMSU in Las
Cruces.
"We cut more than $700,000 out
of our instructional .budget for the
corning year, and it would have been
worse if we hadn't been able to make
up the rest of the $2.5 million wlllost
through other sources. We can make
do for ayear on that, but after 198384 it's going to be very rough,"
Wells says.
The story is the same everywhere.
Although UNM bears the biggest
share of the cutback in terms of dollars, the smaller schools took the
same 4 percent cut, causing great
concern among officials.
"Our programs are definitely
being affected,'' says Dennis Marcus, who will be representing High-

Renewal Deadline
Residence Holl students are reminded to complete and
submit their Residence Holl room and board renewol moterio Is by

4:00pm
Thursday May 12

Ul

s:

<II

Submit forms to:
Housing Collections and Reservations
2nd Floor La Posodo

Discrimination-Michael A· Gallegos

"tJ

....
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SIGN FEST: Drama expressed through sign language and acting was performed at Rodey
Theater Friday and Saturday night. These women are performing their act entitled the Stray
Cats.
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College Budget Plan Rejection Likely
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Washington, D.C. (CPS)- Congress is poised toreject President Reagan's federal college budget plan for
the second consecutive year, if recent congressional
votes hold.
The House of Representatives has voted to approve a
higher education budget that totals $650 million more
than Presidnet Reagan asked for in his budget submitted
in February.
The measure now goes to the Senate, where it will
compete with two other funding bills.

<II

a.:

lands University at the conference,
"We cut back on travel and
purchases of supplies and equipment. We won't be hiring any temporary instructors during the corning
year, and we're doing what we can
to save money in almost every department,'' says Marcus, who sees a
tight bt!dget for 1983-84 as not having a drastic effect, but is worried
about the future should state revenues remain down.
Besides drawing up an overall
picture of higher education finances,
representatives to the meeting expect to improve the cooperation between administrations at the six universities.
"Maybe it is a case of hanging
together or hanging separately, but
if we can swap some ideas on saving
money, and put out a statement that
reassures people we can deal with
the problem without deeply hurting
our programs, it will be worthwhile," said one administrator.

One bill would freeze college funding for 1983-84 at
this year's levels. The other, sponsored by Sen. Ernest
Hollings, D-SC, would amount to an estimated $800
million increase over 1983-84 levels, according to
Kathy Ozer, legislative director of the U.S. Student
Association in Washington, D.C.
None of the bills eliminates the National Direct Student Loan, Supplemental Education Oppurtunity Grant
or State Student Incentive Grant programs, as the president had wanted Congress to do.

continued from page 1

added when Suarez tumea m a final
.
._
term paper.
Sandoval said the cadets told him
they believed the motivation for the
Suarez investigation was personal
biases on the part of a staff officer.
In a transcript of the investigation
hearing, the opinion of two staff
officers, Lt. Col. Robert Andrew
and Maj. William Curlis, was
Suarez had problems in communicating and getting along with others.
The cadets maintain Suarez had
no problems in these areas, and was
no different from others being commissioned through the unit, Sandoval said.
Sandoval said he felt the charge of

plagiarism would not hav.e been
made had it not been for the disenrollment investigation already ·
underway. He said other cadets had
been accused of plagiarism, but
none had been disenrolled.
Andrews said it was true the unit
usually did not disenroll a person for
plagiarism. However, he could not
commission a man he knew would
make a bad officer, and the plagiarism was "just another cog in the
wheel" for Suarez, he said.
Suarez is still awaiting the decision of the hearing officer. If denied
a commission, the Air Force has the
option of calling him to active duty
as an enlisted man.

THE 'REAL SCIENCE OF O.C.S.
IS TO HELP YOU DISCOVER
THE LEADER IN YOU.
Army Officer Candidate
School (O.C.S.) is a 14~week chal~
lenge that will make you dig deep
inside yourself for mental and
physical toughness. For stamina
and courage.
It isn't easy. But you'll discover
what's inside you. You'll know )'OU
have what it takes to lead. You'll
come out a trim, fit commissioned
officer in the Army, ready to exercise
leadership skills civilian companies
put a premium on.
If you're about to get your
degree in engineering or science, it could be your next science should
.
be O.C.S. Call your Army Recruiter.
SSG 1111 KE MAHAN

766-3948

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU C'.N BE.

Res id en ce Ha II Stude nts;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;,l
BEST FOREIGN FILM OF THE YEAR!

-New York Film Critics

"DAZZLING SEXY.
BIITERLY FUNNV AND
flAUNTING. AN
EXTRAORDINARY WORK!"

20% off

- bo.,.1d Ansen. Newsw!!ek

All Day Long during Closed and Finals Week!

ALBERT SCHWARTZ MICHAELS. LANDES
Present

STANDS STILL

A film by Peter Gothar

Do you like
coffee?
Let me
pour you a cup
for 5¢
or Free
With any purchase!
See details
below.

Cinematography by Lajos Koltai

5 Fil

Friday-Thursday, May 13-19
(Sat., Sun. Mat.: 3:15, 5:15) 7:15,9:15
Comrng Next: THE GIFT

The U'NM: Intramural/Campus Recreation Program would
like to thank all students, faculty and staff for their parti·
cipation in and enthusiastic support of this year's prog·
ram. Have a wonderful summer and we hope to see you
next year.

TH€ GUILD

TULANE & AMHERST 255-3050

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
Are you a highly motivated individual with an Electtica
Engineering degree? Can you handle responsibility? Ar
you seeking a serious profeosional challenge? Do you ne
a place to put your theories to work right away? Do you wan
to gain valuable on the job experience? Then AIM HIGH wit
Air Force!
The Air Force stays abreast of the world's spaceage technology and weapon systems. Its Engineers constantly in·
crease their technical as well as managerial skills and hel
direct several billion dollars anually in contract !!pending,
What type of work will you be doing?
o Operating and mai~taining a high-energy gas dynami
laaer.
o Evaluating primary sensor performance of multimillion
dollar satelites, correcting on-orbit satelite sensor related
failures.
These are jUst a few of the electrical engineering positions
available to the Air Force.
Check on these and other jobs In the Air Force. The Air
Force offers Graduate education oportunlties and one of the
finest salary and employment packages in the nation, in
elUding free medical care for you and your family. Contact
Rich Vickers
A great way of life.
2125 Ylvoming NE
Albuquerque NM
298·1122
r:-:::r:~

Student Special
Ladies, do you want to meet successful young men you
could be compatible with? Call couples of New Mexico to
receive your free personality profile and begin meeting
professional men who are interested in a relationship.

COUPLES OF NEW MEXICO INC.
6020 Constitution NE, Suite #4

Alb., N.M. 87110
(505) 256·3535

lETS JOIN HANDS

That's right! At New Mexico Union Food Service we•ye rolled coffee prices back
to 5¢, or FREE with any food purchase! FREE coffee to keep you awake during
those long hours of studying! Come to the Union during Closed or Finals weeks
and enjoy FREE coffee with a meal or your favorite snack. Offer valid only for
students, faculty and staff o; UNM.

~

Office hours daily 9 am • 9 ptn

New Mexico union Pood Service

Phone today for an appointment
A q<eal wov of life

•
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New Maxwell Museum Exhibit
Features Ecuadoran Clothing

guitars
make great graduation gifts.

A new exhibit at the MaJ~well
Museum focuses on clothing made
in Mariano Acosta,a small village
located in a mountain valley in
Ecuador where local artisans have
produced beautiful embroidered clothing since the 1550s.
The costumes, made by historic
and. contemporary residents of the
village, are valued for their folk art
qualities, but they are also important
because of what they tell anthropologists about ethnic identity.
The exhibit, ''Andean Dress and
Ethnicity: Folk Costumes from
Highland Ecuador," opens May 15

Now On Sale
Plus Free tuners (worth $99.50) with each guitar
143 Harvard Sl;

265-3315

in the east gallery of the Max well American exhibits at Maxwell and is
Museum ofAnthropolgy at the Uni- a member of the museum associaversity of New Mexico.
tion.
Guest cur11tor of the exhibit,
Photos, historic print reproducMarilee Schmit, conducted field tions and two fully outfitted mannework for the project in the summer of quins are included in the exhibit.
1981 through a research grant from
"In my research I tried to form a
the Tinker Foundation. The Max- historic continuum - from the
well Museum Association learned of Spanish colonial period to the preher research and provided funds to sent - to see how the people in the
purchase costumes from the village village have changed," she said. "I
for the Maxwell collection.
studied the clothing because it is the
Schmit is a program specialist most visible form of ethnicity, espewith the UNM Latin American Insti- cially in that area. The exhibit shows
tute and a graduate in anthropology. the progression of change."
She has worked on numerous Latin
Schmit has traveled extensively in
Ecuador. She bas a BA in Latin
.~merican studies from UNM and
studied at the UNM Andean Study
Center in Quito, Ecuador, for three
years.
Her know lege of artistic traditions
events which include a number of in northern Ecuador led to an invitahighly acclaimed Broadway plays: tion from Ecuador's most prestiEvita, Amadeus, The Pirates of gious museum, El Museo del Banco
Penzance, Joseph and the Amazing Central del Ecuador, as a consultant.
Technicolor Dreamcoat and Agnes
The costume exhibit will continue
ofGod. Popejoy Hall is also a sche!- at Maxwell through Sept. 4.
duled stop for The National Sym- Museum hours are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
phony Orchestra on its tour next weekdays, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m .• Saturyear.
days and 1 to 5 p.m. Sunday.
To reserve discount tickets before
June 1, contact UNM's Popejoy
Hall box office at 277-3121. Hours
are lOa,m. to6p.m. daily, and noon
to 6 p.m. Saturday. (Visa and Mastercard are accepted.)

Popejoy Offers Low-Cost Culture;
Season Ticket Deadline Nearing
BLUESMAN AND THE BAND: Taj Mahal (second from right} and the lnternatipnal Rhythm
Band, will be in town Tuesday night for two concerts at the Kimo Theater downtown.

Eclectic Musician Mixes Styles;
Gives The Blues a New Flavor
with special guest

SCANDAL

Tingley Coliseum May 10th, 1983

Tickets $10.50 in Advance -

8 pm

Plus Servl« Ch•rs•

Available at All Giul Locations

lin' the Blues" areexamplesofwhat
By Tali Madden
results when a strong musical backMusic has been very good to Taj round is coupled . with an intense
Mahal. From his early days in the empathy for the idiom itself.
1960s as part of the Boston folk
Playing electric, steel and acousscene through the Filmore days a tic guitars, Mabal has the Intern~
few years later, right up to the pre- tional Rythm Band for accompanisent Mahal continues to strengthen ment on his present tour. The five'
his position
as spokesman for tra d'I· piece group features noted .saxtiona) and modem blues styles. He is ophonist Rudy .Costa.
one to employ Afro-derivative
Even though he is not recognized
sources as well as the other ethnic
as a dues-playing innovator, Taj
sounds.
Mahal's early recordings, such as Mahal is known for the way he has
"The Natch'l Blues" and "Recyc- used West African and Carribean in-

;sss~~~~ss~~~~~~ss~~~~ss~~~~~~~~~~~
/ij

ASUNM Textbook
Co-op
Before you leave...
Sell your books tor more
and buy for less
at the

ASUNM Textbook Co-op.

Hours are posted
We're a non-profit
student run co-op bringing you
less expenisve textbooks
ASUNM Textbook Co-op
24-A SUB Basement

fluences to enhance his blues beginnings. He also has the soundtracks to
two movies, Sounder (in which he
aslo acted) and Brothers to his
credit.
If you've already been to one, you
know a Taj Mahal concert is not to
be missed. If you haven't, a good
dose of KiMo-therepy is in store
Tuesday night.
There will be two shows, one at 8
p.m. and the other at .10:30. Tickets
are $9.60 through Giant Ticket outlets.
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Large, Thick Crust,
Pepperoni Pizza
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one coupon per pizza, watch the Lobo
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243-2100
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William Martin, director of the
University of New Mexico's cultural center, Popejoy Hall, has
announced that June 1 is the last day
to buy season tickets at a special
discount for the upcoming entertainment season.
Martin also has announced that
there will be only one Albuquerque
performance of each event, adding
that advanced .reservations are suggested to ensure seating.
Saying, "This is one of our best
seasons yet," Martin expects soldout performances for most of the 12

Magician Makes
Spectacle of Self
What the man does is dump his
cast of ordinary objects out of a suitcase and then proceeds to make
magical associations between the
unrelated objects.
The man's name is Stewart Sherman, and he will be performing his
tabletop "Spectacles" this Thursday at the Rising Sun Media Arts
center in Santa Fe.
In addition to the performance
Sherman will present his film
Spectacles, a trick film in which
characters, places and objects
undergo a series of humorous permutations.
•
The show will start at 8 p.m.
Thursday in the film gallery of the
Rising Sun Media Arts center. Seating is limited and reservations are
recommended.

INSTANT COLOR
6PACKS99t
(With College J.D.)

TOMATOES • CHILIES
PANSIES • MARIGOLDS• PETUNIAS
Expires 5/31/83

2017 EUBANK NE • 294-1588
MON.·SAT. 9·6 SUN. 9·5

STUDENT DISCOUNT

Get special savings on these featured releases,
and 2'0% off every other album and cassette in stock.

SALE

5!!ue

or LP
ADAM
ANT
FRIEND
DR FOE
including:

HeibJ love Vot.i
Ot!spcrate But Not
S!!OOUS

Friend Or FOe
GOOdy twa Slloes
Somelhirlg Girls

EPIC

t***********************************

MIEN 1"1t.T WOI~I<
CARGO

•ntfudmg
OverJnllflls A Mistake/High W1rc
Df Heckyll & Mr J111e

MICHAEL
JACKSON
niRILLER
I

Se!He Down My Boy

Math Majors
Physics Majors
Computer Sci Majors
& Other Technical Degree Majors

Re-Design
Your Future
Lateral Engineering Degrees
(a follow-on BS Degree aftet graduation
in electrical engineering)

PAID for by the US AIR FORCE
• Full Tuition
• E~cellent Salary
• Developmental Engineering Maignments
(full time sc~ool & over 18,000 yr.)

RICh VIckers
2125 Wyoming NE
Albuquerque NM
298•1122

ni'\Vnl'\ ....

~£.

For Summer

SELL US YOURS!
(good QUifttV LP'i lo Papatiecks)

BUY OURS!
(C.II ahead for buvfns times)

LIBERAL TRADES
Offer good through May 16, 19113.

HAR.RV'S PLACE

All You

Can Eat
Pancakes

200/0 OFF ALL MUSIC
Present a valid Student 1.0. and get 20% .off all regular priced albums and
prereCOrded. cassettes in stock.••no limit. (Sale items not included.)
Offer good through May 21, 1~83.

with one cup of

coffee

$1.19

103 Win rock Center

Served all day!
OPEN 7arn-7pm

''

•
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Arts
1706 CENTRAL S.E

NEW & USED BICYCLES

B7i06

Full line of parts and accessories
Professional repairs and service
COME IN and CHECK our PRICES and SERVICE
autl:lorlzed Vespa dealer
expert repairs on Mopeds,
scooters and Honda, Yamal:la, Mini cycles

243·8443

'% block west of University on central

Another Great Offer From

Putt-Putt Golf & Games®

r----------------------,
UNM Student Special!

1

I1

Spo~ts

ALBO., NM.

1

1

Purchase $5.00 worth of
Putt-Putt Golf & Games Tokens
and receive 20 tokens absolutely FREE!

I
I

limit one coupon per person per day.
e"pires 5-18-83

I1
I

I
I

L----------~-----~------l
5100 San Mateo NE.881-91J66

UNM Ph. D. Candidate Wins
1983 American Book Award
Sara Greenough, a Ph.D. candidate in art history at the University of
New Mexico, has received a 1983
American Book Award for her recently published work, Alfred Stieg-

litz: Photographs and Writings.
Greenough's book about the
legendary photographer and art authority won the award for illustrations/photographs, one of the 27
categories in the Americ;~n Book
Aw<~rd, which is sponsored by the
Association of American Publishers.
An article in the New York Times

Book Review hailed the work as
"unquestionably the most beautiful
book ever to be devoted to (Stieglitz's) work."
Greenough wrote the book with
Juan Hamilton, with the assistance
of Georgia O'Keeffe, Stieglitz's
widow, famous artists and
Beaumont Newhall, UNM professor
and world-renowned photo historian
who was a contemporary of Stieglitz
and other pioneering photographers.
A jury of authors, critics, librarians, booksellers and editors made
the selections for the book awards.

Each winner received $1000 and a
sculpture by Louise Nevelson at the
awards celebration that was held
April 28 at the New York Public
Library.
Through a Kress Fellowship,
Greenough has also organized an exhibit of Stieglitz's work for the
National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. The exhibit will continue
at the Metropolitan Museum of Art
in New York City, June through December, and is scheduled to open at
the Art Institute of Chicago in
October.

9801 Lomas NE 296-4242

Ex-Jock Now Challenges
Abstract Testimonies
By Arden Hebert
An ex-University of New Mexico
wrestler has chosen to cultivate a
more sensitive side of himself.
Five years ago, after only one
year as a college wrestler, Brian
O'Connor, quit UNM's wrestling
team because ''(it) took up too much
time and it wasn't worth it."
Now, O'Connor, who is this
ye<~r's College of Fine Arts senior
prize recipient, employs experiences in South America into his
montage style of painting.
"I had taken a couple of painting
classes before going to South America, but wrestling interfered because
of the long road trips,'' O'Connor
said.
ln 197 8, 0' Connor accepted a
scholarship from the Modem and
Classical Languages department
that enabled him to study and live in
South America.
"When I was in Quito. I became
aware of the little things that I. had
taken for granted," he said. "Unless you can speak the langUage
well, any everyday thing becomes a

big task. These experiences can be
seen throughout my paintings," he
said.
Upon returning to UNM to pursue
his craft, O'Connor was encouraged
by his instructor, Tim App, who
worked with him in the undergraduate tutorial program.
In 1982, O'Connor recieved the
Anna C. Helman Aw<~rd for drawing
and painting and was a nominee for
the Yale-Norfolk Summer Program.
He was the winner ofthe Department of Art Scholarship and the
Juror's Award in 1981.
O'Connor has been working on a
large scale and paints people in
ordin<~TY situations, but he added,
''the mote specific I get, the smaller
(these situations) become."
O'Connor has made many contributions to the College ofFine Arts
including 11 exhibitions which have
been shown in the A.S.A Gallery,
teaching gallery and Simms Fine
Arts Center, where he had a oneman show.
His artwork has been reproduced
in Conceptions Southwest and in the
Daily Lobo as an advertisement for

OPENS FRIDAY, MAY 13 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

of
Ladder
The

Softball Team Wins Conference Title;
Hopes Are High For Bid to Nationals
By Jim Wil!sen
The University of New Mexico
softball team won the High Country
Athletic Conference Championships
this weekend in Salt Lake City, and
just about assured themselves a
berth to the National Championships.
The Lobos were upset by the UniYcx~ity ofNorthe.m Colorado on Friday, 3~2, but beat the University of
Utah, 6-2, and UNC, 4-0, on Saturday to work themselves through the
losers bracket to the title game
against UNC.

Michelle Madrid tripled in two
runs and Meg Connors drove in the
winning run against Utah.
Sue Inman and Sue Kragseth hit
home runs for the Lobos in their first
win against UNC.
In the title game, Madrid ripped
two doubles and drove in two runs to
lead the Lobos to a 3-1 win over
UNC. Lobo pitcher Denise Blankenship recorded her second win of
the day.
Assistant softball coach Ken
Johnson said the Lobos played well
in every game and hit the ball better
than they had all season.

UNM softball coaches await a
Monday phone call that will let them
know about a bid to the National
Championships. Johnson said the
Lobos chances for a bid were excellent. "We think we will get it," he
said.

Allison Maney, Sue Kragseth and
Sue Inman were named to the
HCAC all-conference team.
The .Lobos ended the regul<~r season with a 34-14 record.

..• & see how one
success leads to
another

--------------------------Graduation Special
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PLEASE TURN IN YOUR
SUMMER ADDRESSES AND
PHONE NUMBERS
TO STEVE ROSS
UNM ALUMNI OFFICE

a
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10% off Entire Dress Selection

1

Big River presents

In Concert
One Night Only

~
~

a
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.
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& the
lntemational Rhythm

Covered

Band

'W'"agon

Tuesday
May 10, 1983

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTO~N

TRAINEE

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Up to $1011 a day
part/full time,
male/female. No ex·
perience or selling
required. Photo·
marketing firm
expanding in your
area .. Management
posHi(lriS open.

..

I

I

L------------~---------------~

Also performing will be Mariachi
Nuevo Tapatio, Ritmo Flamenco
Co. and a Spanish comedy act by the
popular Las Comadrcs de Alameda.
Proceeds will go to Leo Chavez, a
boy suffering from the rare disease
epidemolysis bullosa.
Tickets are available through
Worldwide Tickets at 6209 Menaul
N.E. (across from Coronado Cen·
ter), the Student Bookstore across
from UNM, Great West Camera in
Corrales, and Casa de Avila in Old
Town.

UNM TRAILBLAZERS a
*

from

Step

t***************************************j

t•

With
Fashions

Up

Lobo softball coaches Susan
Craig and Johnson were named
HCAC coaches of the ye<~r.

Conceptions Southwest.

Concert To Succor Ailing Youth
The Archdiocese of Santa Fe
communications office is sponsoring a benefit concert to benefit a
youngster who is suffering from a
rare and often fatal skin disease.
Callla, Nuevo Mexico!. produced
by Manzano Talent Agency. will
come to the KiMo theater on May
15.
The concert will feature recording
st<~rs Nena Garcia con sus Hermanitas, Jerry Jaramillo and the Brown
River Band, Ramon y Lydia, Mona
Montoya and Mike Silva.

Success

SECOND BASE ACROBATICS: Albuquerque Dukes shortstop Ross Jones hurdles over Tacoma Tigers third baseman John Hotchkiss after a close play at second that forced the Tacoma
player out. Tacoma beat the Dukes Sunday afternoon 10 to 3.
·
·

shows at 8:00 & 10:30
$8.00 Advance
$9.00
TICketS It

GIANT TICKET oun.ETS

& KIMO THEATER lolf Office
Fifth & Centrel

~

Downtown AJ~rqtle
Akohol Will be HIWd

Write: UPP Bo)( fiO.B

West Covina, CA 91793 J

--

•
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jack :S· Lounge
1504 Ccntrnl SE
and
(5 blks. west of UNM)
Restaurant ~:nn·y-out orders 242-7490
Come to the New Jack's Lounge
New Chef...New Luncheon Menu
Tn ou•· great Lobo Umgcr, watch [or our
· Specials, <mel don't forget the
Best Pizza in Town!
Daily except Sundny U:OOa.m. - !O:OOp.m,

LEARN
BARTENDING
"THE PROFESSIONAL WAY"

•
•
•
•

job Placement Assistance
Full or ParHime Employment
40-Hour Course
Licensed by the New Mexico
Board of Educational Finance

MEN &WOMEN
292-3312
INTERNATIONAL
BARTENDING INSTITUTE

SPEED READIHG
GIVES YOU WHAT
A CLOCK CAN'T

MORE

AVAILABLE TIME!

• Can Increase reading speed 2-7 times
according to difficulty of materials.
• Retain and recall more of
you've read,
• New Improved Speed
course designed for
Ieday's students,
and business persons.

. . . .-~..f-1.

SPEND

TIME
TO SAVE

TIME!
Call D1y1, £venfn1s or WeehrtDs

for Det1lls

127 Jefferson N.E.
265-2524
Stanley H. Kaplan Braskthrough in Rspld Reading

TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
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Sunny's Halo Smells Roses;
Prepares For Preakness Run
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) - It
was still tough to get a smile out of
David Cross on Sunday morning.
However. when the subject of
money cam~ up, the trainer of Kentucky Derby winner Sunny's Halo
seized the moment.
"J guess this means 1'11 probably
be a wealthy man," beamed Cross,
who gave up his 35-horse stable in
order to care strictly for Sunny's
Halo. "I think I'll handle it well,
though. I'm just so proud for the
owners and I'm also proud for myself."
Sunny's Halo joined Northern
Dancer as the only Canadian-breds
to win the Kentucky Derby by taking
the lead around the far turn and holding off Desert Wine for a two-length
victory in the 109th running of
Suturday's $531,000 Run for the
Roses at Churchill Downs.
Even before the I \14-mile Derby,
Cross and owner Dnvid J. Foster
were offered "uround $6 mill.ion"
for half ownership of Sunny's Halo
as well as receiving bids of $12 million for full ownership. The offers
were turned down, but the muscular,
chestnut colt is still up for grabs.
"I'm not that rich that I can ignore
offers," snid Foster, a Toronto
stockbroker. "Who would ever figure a guy that started with. three
claimers would be in this position?"
And not a bad position, either.
With the victory, Sunny's
Halo - the first Arkansas Derby
winner to capture the Kentucky Derby- collected $426,000 to boost
his career earnings to $907,019. In
fact, Sunny's Halo, now 3-for-3 this
year, was the most lightly raced 3-

year-old to win the Derby since Jet
Pilot in 1947.
"When the numbers start getting
over a million, that's past me,"
added Cross, who will ship Sunny's
Halo to Pimlico Race Course on
Wednesday to prepare for the May
21 Preakness Stakes, the second
jewel of the Triple Crown.
As far as the June II Belmont
Stakes, Cross said Sunday he would
prefer not to run his colt over the
mile-and-a-half distance. But that
may change should Sunny's Halo
win the Prcakness.
·
Eddie Delahoussaye, picked to
ride Sunny's Halo two races ago be.·
cause Foster wanted a "name"
jockey, bec3Ille only the fourth rider
to win two consecutive Derbies and
first since Ron Turcotte won aboard
Riva Ridge in 1972 and Secretariat
in 1973.
Now that Sunny's Halo has
moved to the head of the 3-year-old
colt division, the son of Halo, Mostly Sunny, looms as the horse to beat
in the Preakness.
Among the maximum field of 20
horses that ran in the Derby, at least
four others will challenge Sunny's
Halo in the Preakness, including Desert Wine and fifth-place finisher
Marfa.
"Marfa's capable of winning the
Preakness, '' said trainer D. Wayne
Lukas, who added that Balboa Native will return to California and pre·
pare for a possible Belmont start
while Total Departure will be conditioned as a sprinter. "He's 3'h
lengths better than what he showed
in the Derby. But the winner met all
the challenges. r tip my hat to him."

Desert Wine, a 15-to-l shot rid·
den by Chris McCarron and trained
by Jerry Fanning, also will be shipped to Pimlico on Wednesday.
Caveat, who finished a neck behind Desert Wine for thircl under
Laffit Pincay, also looks like he 'II
go in the Preakness, while Slew 0'
Gold (fourth), Play Fellow (sixth),
Pax in Bello (seventh), Paris Prince
(lOth) and Parfaitement (16th) are
under consideration.
Pimlico officials said other possible starters for the Preakne.ss arc
Assault Landing, Strike Gold, undefentcd filly Princess Rooney, Noble
Home, Deputed Testamony, Billy
Ball, High Honors, Megaturn, Big
Bet and Bounding Basque.
Chumming, who finished 12th on
Saturday, injured his left front leg
and will be flown to New York on
Monday for X-rays.
Woody Stephens, who trains both
Caveat and Chumming, said the best
horse did not win the Derby.
"Even losing, I was pleased with
Caveat," said Stephens. "According to Laffitt, we had the best horse
but didn't get the breaks. Laffitt said
Roger Laurin's horse (Current
Hope) cost him the race by bothering
him just lenving the Ysths pole. But
like I said three weeks ago, l thought
Sunny's Halo should be the favorite.
I know. He beat my horse (Caveat)
in the Arkansas Derby.''
Sunny's Halo covered the l \14mile in 2:02, well shy of the J:59
record set in 1973 by Secretariat.
The winner returned $7, $4 and $4,
while Desert Wine yielded $12 ..20
and $9. Caveat paid $5.20 to show.

Lobos Split
UTEP Series

,,

EYE DOCTOR
SERVICE
"Open Saturdays"

udweiser®
KING OF BEERS®
Employee of tbe Year

Call and
Compare
Our Prices

265-3828
4304 LOMAS, NE

Lomas Blvd. at Washington

Close

to UNM

Ray Winn Wright
Levi's

501'5
Shrink To Fit
Bootcut
Fashion Jeans
i'he UNM Intramural BUdweiser Employee ofthe.fear Is Ray Wlnn Wright. Ray,
a senior ml\)orlng In Physical Education, has worked for the Intramural
department as an Intramural Sports Official arid GymAtteitdant for the past3
years. A 1976 graduate of Albuquerque's Eldorado High SChool. Rays eager•
ness toleam the many facets of the Intramural/campus Recreation Program
has enabled his employers to use him In a variety of positions throughout the
years.
Upon his graduation In May, Ray has plans to work as an elementatyschoo!Pe
teacher and stand-up comic, Ray says, "I owe everthlng to Mike "Pato" DUck
and the fraternities for they made me what I am today. I would also like to
thank 0.8.1 and promise Nancy W, that there will be no mote TUesday night
flghts."
'
Once again our congratulations to Ray Wlnn Wright, the 1983 Intramural/
Campus Recreation Employee oflhe Year.

lntramurals/Campus Recreation

Wrangler
Cords

Sedgefield
Fashion Jeans

$16.99
lobo
NOW OPEN
Sundays 11-4

men's
shop
2120 Central SE
243-6954

University of New Mexico swimming coach Bill Spahn has
announced the hiring of Jack
Romine as diving coach for the
Lobo's men and women's teams.
Romine, a n01tive of Bartlesville,
Oklahoma, hns been UNM pool
manager since December of 1981
and is familiar with the UNM swim
teams.

''I'm really excited about the
opportunity that it presents me,"
said the 34-year old Romine, ''Diving was my chosen emphasis in
aquntics and it's a professional
opportunity that I have always

wanted. I couldn't be any happier.''
Romine attended Colorado State
University finishing in the top three
in the Western Athletic Conference
all three years, in one and threemeter cliving competition. He also
competed in the National Diving
Championships and the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
Championships.
"We are very fortunate to have
Jack as our newdiving coach," said
Spahn. "Jack has worked with some
of the top-notc.h coaches and
coached some of the top swimmers
in the nation. He will bring stability
to the Lobos' swim program."

Godfather's Pizza Combo -- it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked,
but's it's never been duplicated.
Pounds of gunk on a gorgeous cru!:;t,
guaranteed to devastate your appetite.
So what's holdin' ya'?

Godfather's PizZa ..

a.::~"="""'

"·

UJIIM loc•tlon

14)61Juena Vlota, SE 247-9591

. . _ , __ _

(Behind 31 Fbvon on Ccntr•IJ

5306 Cmtnl, SW
170(! l'l..,.ul Blvd, NE
JU$ Candeluf•, NW
55011 /\.,, ..., •• NE

1136.0142

~99·6666

345-8568
1121·7262

Good friends will help you study angles
when all you can think about is curves.

Eldorado Star
To Turn Lobo
!I
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• EXAMINATIONS
• CONTACT LENSES
• EYEGLASSES

The University of New Mexico baseball team split a fourg3Ille series against the University of Texas nt El Paso this
weekend.
Home runs by seniors Bob
Martinez and Larry Harrison
lifted UNM over UTEP jn the
opening game of Saturday nights
double-header, 4-3.
Martinez smacked a two run
round-tripper in the top of the
second inning to put the Lobos
ahead, 2-1. Harrison drilled a
solo home run in the seventh inning and the Lobos held on for
the win.
The Lobos lost the second
game 7-2.
The Lobos also split Friday
nights twin-bill losing the first
game, 9-3, but winning the
second 13-9.
The Lobos end the season at 5-19
in Western Athletic Conference
play.

New Diving Coach Will
Bring Stability To Lobos

Lobo women's basketball coach
Doug Hoselton signed junior college
transfer Cathy Lowther April 23.
Lowther, a five-foot-two-inch
guard who plnyed at Eldorado High
School two years ago, transferred
from Central ArizonaJuniorCollege
Hoselton said Lowther was
attracted to the University of New
Mexico because she always wanted
to play for the Lobos nnd she liked
the idea of being close to home.
Hoselton said Lowther is quick
and should help the Lobos on defense.

Summer Swim
Classes Offered
The University of New Mexico
lntramurnllCampus Recreation
Program will offer childrens swim
lessons this Summer.
Lessons will be held for children
ages 5-14 on Monday through Friday from June 6 to June 17. Classes,
for both be ginner and advanced
swimmers, will be held at the UNM
OLympic Pool, from 9:00a.m. to
9:30a.m. or from 9:30a.m. to 10:00
a.m.
Those interested in registering
may do so at the Intramural/Campus
Recreation Office located in room
230 in Johnson Gym. Registration is
$25 per child and is limited to the
first 20 to sign-up.

Snafu
The Daily Lobo incorrectly
identified two Lobos in Wednesday's edition.
Alison Foote won the most
valuable player award for basketball and Debie Leeper for best
rebounder. MVP awards for softball will not be given until the end
of the season. The Daily Lobo
regrets the error.
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CONCEPTIONS
SOUTHWEST
1983

It didn't take a genius to tell your mind wasn't
on your studies. But it did take a couple of
smart roomies to do sometbing about it.
~ :.
So out came the calculators. And the
doughnuts. And they started drilling you
until you knew physics as well as
you knmv yourself.
When it was all over, vou
showed them that there. was
one more thing you knew
something about-gr<Jtitude.
Tonight, let it be Lihvenbrau.

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.,
•. 1'98:). Beet'E~re~tiE!dJO US A :by Mlller Brew1ng Co M!•'II<I!Jtee. WI
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The New Mexico
Daily Lobo begins
weekly publication
for the summer on
June 2. There will
be nine issues
printed on Thursdays, June 2-July
28, 1983.

ACCURATE INFOIIMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
Z94·0111.
lfn
CONTACTS-POUSIIJNG, SOI.UTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just w~st of Washington.
tfn
WE GOT DIS'fRIBUTOI!S. Prescription eyeglass
fmmes. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Lm Opticians,
5019 Menaul N. E., across from J.aBelles.
tfn
I'HEGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

4. Housing

nt:SI'QNSJBU;, NONSMOKING female
roommate for house two blocks from Medical
School. Low rent plus V. utilities. 266-0310,
519
A, VANTI SMALL CUBIC r~frigerator $50. J,C,
UNt'UHNJSIIEU TWO-II.:DHOOM apt. A/C, Penney 26" 3-speed Nom~n's bicycle $50. Laurie 277·
hardwood floors, storage, yard. $275/mgmh plus 3792.
519
utilities. 344.4)35.
519
IBM St:LECTiliC TYPEWilJTJo:ll, New, must sell
Sl'MMF:H ~I'ECII\1: ONf:-bcdroom $210. Studio, immeplately. 265·7974.
519
rurmshed, utilille' paid $200. 12t8 Cupper NF. 842·
11170.
6130 1960 VOLKSW AGQN RABBIT. Excellen1 contHtion. Will sacrifice for $3975. Joe 242-7862
•·on ~~~..'": · t.AIH,I·. •ll•d•~nu ·•P•Ilu'~"t. L.:-.ol\1 (~nytinJC), 844·9579 (days).
519
.1rca, pri>'ate parking. utilinc' partially paid,
5t9 t'Oit SALE: TJfiiEt;..spced woman's bike, men's
$)75nno. Available nuw. Hlltutre266·6~72.
Italian ten-speed. 266-2469.
519
SUMMEn SUIIJ.ET UOUSI':. Three bdrms, closed
yard, I0 minutes to campus. 883·2917.
519 JIEAD COMP J tennis racquet. Excellent condition.
$50. 265·1474.
519
IMMI~I)JATELY AVAILABLE. ltOOM with bath,
I urnished or unfurni<hed. 265-2232.
519 78 t'OilD TRUCK f250 lonc!ed. $3000. Call 8845123, Ask for Mike.
5/9
·AT 4·SEASONS, we believe there is a life outside the
damoom. We Dffer the kind of lifestyle you deserve, 1975 MGII. J.OW miles, original owner. 822·0192.
S/9
~tartingat$325. 266-0011.
519
Nrmu MALE ROOM MAn: to share two-bedroom II!Kt:, 10-SPt:•;n ltALt:JGII. Extras. $135. 266-9462
S/9
apartment. $165 Includes utilities, pool, laundry, after 5.
Mellow student. Near UNM. 247-9642 Dave. Keep HANG GLIDt:R FOit sale, Very good condition.
trying.
519 Model C5-B. Ideal for 140-180 lbs. Call266·1774 or
5/9
t.ARGt: t:HICIENCY APT. Two blocks from 844-9608. Ask for Oreg.
UNM. Available I June. 268-5221 evenings.
519 J97l t'JAT 124 four-door sedan. Excellent running
519
IIOOMMA'm WANTI':D FOil fully furnished two- condition. Nice second car. $1000,831-3635.
bedroom north valley house. 15 minutes from UNM. 1974 SUZUKI GTSSO, Rebuilt engine, new paint,
5/9
No smokers, pets or children. SilO per month plus V: good tires. Runs great. $900.256-1261 after S.
utilities. 897-1232.
519 1972 CAPill. SUNitOOF, auto, good shape, $995.
519
THilt:E Bl.OCKS UNM. Large two-bdrm duplex. .265-1474 evenings.
Country kitchen. No pets/children, $265, Deposit DIAMONDS. IIEST VALu•:s at lowest prices, BliY
$200. 268·6358,
519 directly from importer. Also 14K settings at wholesale
5/9
STUilt:NTS: LOVELY ONF,. and two-bedroom prices. Call Pam 2A7·4l39.
apartments within walking distance to UNM. After 1975 VW BUS. Extra clean, runs great, AM/t'M.
cia.ss, ~nu <l~serve a dip In our inviting pool or a game $2950.268-4876, 265-1609,
S/9
of billiards with your friends. <.'ome by 120 Cornell 1979 SUZUKI MOTOilCYCLE CS7SOL. Clean, runs
SE or call266·0011 for an uppointmem.
519
good, excellent condition, best offer. After 5:30 897·
AUOIIAIII.E JIED·TIU: roofed house for sale at 908 4353.
S/9
Vassar NE. Near medical and law school. Priced in
I'RIVATE SWIMMING POOL for lease. Olympic·
the 60s. Call Winmc Mahoney, Vaughan Co., 8214432, 255-2322.
519 ~lze pool. snack bar, showers, locker room, fully
equiped. Opt:ortuuity to clear over $10,000 In three
SUMMEil SUBLET: TWO·bdrm house near UNM,
months. Call888·4340 or cve242-1420,
519
yard, garden. $325/mo, 268·6576,
519
'7J BUICK LE Sabre. $785. 842·9485 Thomas. Leave
FOil RENT: SMALL one·bdrm apt wtkltchen. Four message.
519
blocks from UNM. \.1 block from TVJ. $!30/mo.
plus utilities, Cats o.k. Available 5/IS. Call242·1642 FRt:E SPJUIT, HEAVY duty, 3-speed, three-wheel
bike like new, $225. 293·8053.
519
after6p.m,
S/9
'74 CAPRI. GQOD transportlon. Evenings 298·9765.
f"EMALE ROQMMATE WANTED. Share threeS/9
bedroom house In tile vicinity of Girard ancl ConTOYOTA CORONA 1975. Good, dependable carl
stitution. $130 plus !1.i of the utilities. 265·7358, S/9
Call 345-0124 evenings or weekends or call 266-4120
OFF I.OMAS, THREE bedrooms, two bath,
anytime.
519
fireplace, den, skylite, kitclten, bllSement, double
garage, S37S. 266·5528.
519
CJ.EAN, QUIET ONE-bedroom apartment near
UNM. 5170/mo. plus utilities. Terrill and Co. 26S·
RELIABLE HELP NEEDED 12:30-3 weekday
0550.
S/9
afternoons to do odd jobs for retired attorney. Some
ATTRACTIVE ROOM IN spacious home. Share
lifting. Three blocks from campus. Temporary S/16large kitchen, living areas, laundrY. $115 per month.
5/27.54 hour. 242·3347 evenings only.
5/9
SSO DD. 265.4245, 255·1014.
S/9
LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE SF.EKS part·tlme (lOTVI. ONE PLUS bedroom, den, bright modern
IS .Ius a week) help in recruiting. Compensation based
kitchen, private fenced yard. Sl20, 266-5528 Data.
on productiVity. Potential $1200 month within six
S/9
months. Social sciences, education, business or
RESPONSIBLE FEMALE WANTED to share three·
related field desired. Flexible hours daytime,
bedroom house with two Individuals. $1 SS per month
evenings, weekends if desired. Send letter or
plus !l.i utilitles. 298·8508 11fter6 p.m.
S/9
qualifications to Professional Resources, 2713
Charleston NE, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110.
NO DEPOSIT. TWO plus bedrooms, den, disll•
S/9
washer• carport. $200. 266-5528 Data.
S/9
HEBREW TEACHERS, PART•time after school
NORTHEAST HEIGHTS, TWO.three bedrooms,
and Sundays, Reform Jewish synagogue beg!Ming
I~ bath, fireplace, sky lite, kitchen, garage, fenced
September, Call 243·3533.
ti/23
yard. 5300. 266-5528.
S/9
DIVISION OF GOVERNMENT Research may hire
S11JDENT SPECIAL. THREE-bedroom house.
one or two undergrad studentS, if we cap find one
$250 monthly, no lease guaranteed. 262·1751.
S/9
that knows computing, Must be available to work this
S11JDENT HOUSING AVAILABLE f11r sum·
mer/fall occupancy, 262·1751 G.S.
519 summer. Pick up an application at 1920 Lomu,
Room J66.
519
FOR RENT. ONE-bedroom apartment two blocks
from UNM. 5185/mo. 247-2502.
519 BUSINESS MAJORS: PART•time, real estateornce.
Typing, filing, bookkeeping, errands. 53.50/hr. 8114TWO-ROOM EFFICIENCY for rent. $115, not
~including utilities. For more information, call 265·
PART· AND FULL-time help needed now, 266-5528,
7393.
S/9
519
UNFURNISHED APARTMENTS FOR rent,
Townhouse apartment for rent. UNM area. ' JOB AVAILABLE TO a I!Ood artist with l!raphlcs
knowledge. Must be able to work with displays and
$295/month, washer·dfYer hookup. No children or
signs. Excellent pay, 242·4784. Ask for Jerome. 519
pets. Chaney Investment Real!yg84-7338, 345-3035.
519 SECRETARIES, RECEmONIS'IS AND olher
office help needed now. 266-5528 Data.
519
ONE BLOCK FROM campus- large three·
PHYS ED MAJOR needed to supervise three active
bedroom apt. Available May IS. $400 plus DD and
children (ages 7 yrs to 12 yrs) this summer. References
utilities. 293-5602.
519
required. Call299·6072 evenings and weekends. S/9
NEED RESPONSIBLE MALE or female to share
CONSTRUCTION WORK, GREAT pay. 266-5528
two-bdrm townhouse near UNM. 5145 plus ~
S/9
electricity. Call Jamie 843·6092 weekends or after 9 Data.
p.m. M·Th.
S/9
CONSTRUCTION WORK FOR summer. t\ble
bodied with driver's license. 262-1751 G.S.
S/9
NO LEASE, TWO bedrooms, 1\.1 bath, den, dish·
washer, private fenced yard. SIBS. 266-.SS28 Data.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE. Full·
S/9
and part-time. Guaranteed Jobs 262-1751.
S/9
UNM AREA TOWNHOUSE for sale. Perfect for
WRITERS AND CREATIVE-media oriented per•
professors! Ideal investment for those student years!
sonnel needed for new "new wavfsh'' bi-weekly
(Rent two bedrooms to friends.) Three bedrooms, 2~
publication. 344-5744,
519
baths, two-ear garage with auto. opener. Luxurious
DELIVERY
PERSONS
AND
drivers
needed
lm·
with fireplace, jacuzzi, exposed beams, covered
porch, deck and atrium. For details, call Dave Steele,
Hertzmark•Parnegg Realty 883-6161 or265•7l76.
6/2
ONE- AND TWO-bdrm furnished apts. Utilities
Included. $250 and S3HJ. No children or pets. 268-

1. Personals
IIAI'I'Y II·I>A Y l'Atll.Y.I'elix :md I love you. 5 •9
llEilBY; THANKS I' OR ullthe great time\ we've had
tn~ethcr thi~ year! Twancy.
5;9
KEITH: UAVt. A nkc 'ummer and remember 111 win
the lottery. ~u. where i1 mv Cooperage dinner'! L<wc,
5i9

·A" WONY: l'HOllll (H'you. May the job tum up
'""n. Alway' ulriend, Ca•hy.
5•9
IIAI'I'Y 22N)) IIIHTilf)AY, George. 1 o~c. K<nhy.
.1/9

;l"'inmr. TIIANKS TO ull my student·
Jonathan Nimitl..
~/9
KI~VI"'i: THANK YOU for the beautiful bouquet,
vour hnnc>t~· and your lime. Take care because I'm
~oing tntui'' you, honey. G.G.
519
Sl'E: LOOKING t"OitWAJtD to seeing you on
l·nday. <•uo<.liuck on fin"''· Can't wait to 1ec you.
I o~c. I ce.
$;9
lll·."J'll, VICKIE, STEI'II, Lorie: The women we
kmm '" well, we'd like to know you beuer, in the
hibHcaiiCIJ\e that is. Hornily, Ken and John.
519
YOI,ANUA- ('ONGitATULATIONS ON
graduation and gootlluck in whatever you do from
h~re on. You will be missed. love, MarYann.
S/9
CiOOIJ.IIY" UNM nod EE dept. It'$ been one
helluva party. Can't say that l'msorfY to leave, K.O.
S/9
Dt:t:Du: DEEDLE DEE, your firs1 p. cakes for our
~econd love. nubby.
5/9
MARK: CONGRATS! YOU'Vt; made ltl Best of
luck in the REAL world. Thanks for the friendship. I
lo'e you. Cath. (Harlette rast-queen l!rrniness). S/9
SIGMA PJU EI'SJJ,ON- Congratulations on the
past year. Homecoming - I st place House Display,
l.. obo Contest, Homecoming King: National Dean's
Li~t: Academic Excellence Cup; Excelsior Cup
(campus Involvement); 2nd and3rd place Greek Sing;
Grccl: Week Champions: Highest Over-All Chapter
G.P.A.; Alumni Meritorius Award; UNM
l're~ident's Cup- Outstanding Chapter; Who's
Who- Mark, Vince; Who's Who ht Frater·
nitics- Mark, Mike E., David, Vince; Outstanding
Young Men In America - Vince: Dean of Students
Service Awards - Mark, Mike, Vince, David,
llrandon, Bruce; Dean of Students Academic
Awards- Mark, Jeff: Sig Ep National Scholar·
ships - Mark, Vince: 4th place UNM lntramurals.
ureal JOBI Oood luck this summer with Rush and
win that Buchanan Cup Jn Chicago. Thanks for
eVerYthing. Love, your little sisters.
5/9
n:NNIFER, MARGARET, YOLANDA- Without
all of you, the page this message Is on would not exist.
Thanks for your efforts and camaraderie, "The
Bookkeeper",
S/9
LITTLE MISS MIMER: The brightest sunshine I've
seen this semester. Keep"bright"- Yogi.
S/9
TIJE HNAL FLUSH is coming! The International
Society of Commode Engineers.
5/9
PLACE YOUR PERSONAL message to friends,
family, etc. in the classifieds, Only 17 cents per word
per day for four issues or less, 12 cents per word per
day for five or morl,' consecutive issues, 13J Marron
Hall. First Weekly Summer Issue: June 2. Deadline: I
p.m. Wednesday, June I.
tfn

6. Employment

2. Lost & Found
REWARD, PURPLE AND blue nylon wallet lost on
516. Call Craig 243·0215.
S/9
FOUND: GLASSES IN black case, Room 207 of
Journalism, about lwo weeks ago. Identify and claim
at 131 Marron Hall.
S/9
REWARD. BLUE WALLET/I.D.s taken from
Johnson Gym locker. DavidSilva268-6684,
519
FOUND: UNM J.D. belonging to Charles B.
Maestas. Claim at 131 Marron Hall.
S/9
LOST: TWO PAIR of prescription glasses. Ca11242·
IS17 evenings/mornings,
519
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily,
tfn

m

3. Services
Fi.lJTE LESSONS. ALL ages, beginners through
5/9
advanced. UNM teaching assistant. 265·0823,
NEED t'IRST AID and CPR certification for
graduation requirements? Advanced First Aid and
CPR class ror UNM students weekends June 4
through June 26. $125 per student. For details, call
Educational Systems 296-0531. Limited to 35
students. Last day to register is May 25. .
5/9
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. Marc's Guitar Center, 143 Harvard SE. 2653315.
tfn
RESUMES, PROFESSIONALLY WRITTEN. On
campus. 242-3093.
~/9
TYPIST. TERM PAPERS; resumes. 299·8970. S/9
WEDDING ANI> GRADUATION photography
specials. Highest quality, 20 years experience. 8848259,
S/9
OVERWEIGHT? NEED OVERWEJGiiT people for
an ail· natural program (Herballfe), 255-9866.
519
TYPING [IBMJ, 90 cents/page, 843-9137.
519
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING/chartS/graphs in
my home. Call the Other Office. 884-6564 or 898·
3932.
5!9
STUDENTS, AUTHORS, BUSINESSMEN~ We can
do your typing on latest word processing equipment.
StandbyOffice Support 821•2038 9-5.
5!9
TYPIST ON CAMPUS. Sense Of humor, some
genius. 242·3093.
519
TYPING DJSSJo;llTATIONS, RESUMF..S, etc.
E~petienced. Caii34S·4702.
519
TYPING. LOMAS-TRAMWAY area, Experienced,
Reasonable, 299·1355.
519

Dr. Barry Neumann
D.D.S.
Now at 1710 wyoming NE
Quality Dentistry
for people
of all ages.

RAFTING

~
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I 2 Slices of Cheese Pizza
1
I

& A Large Soft Drink
.. $1.65
Coupon good 5-9 5-Hl

m
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5. ForSale

Nt;~·D

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ --! _ _ _

J.

FOU llENT: ~:FFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $210/mo., for one person, $230/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $1 so security deposit. Fully
fttrnlshed-security locks and laundry facUlties. No
chil!lren or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266·8392.
tfn
WAI.K To CLASS, $135. Furnished, all utilities
paid. 262·J7S 1. a .s.
5/9
THE CITAOEIA!l,JP.;IIB location near UNM ani!
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, 1 bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320. All utilities paicl. Peluxc
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room ancl laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494, tfn

Tailor-made Trips for
Groups and Individuals
WILDWATER RAniNG, Inc.
266·97t1

,~.-~~~=
\.OUNIA\.01

~

I.
ll

r.

LI:N~

SALT TABLETS $4.50
B&L SQUEEZE BOtTLES

$2.00

eti~A\1 Onti~tll

Co;.

!==~~~!~~:;r~~~=~=J 11~1111111!

mcdlnte)y, 262-1751.,
S/9
EXCF:LLEN.T PART·TIME positions available In
pur Pull lie Relations Dept. Earn up t<l $7/hr working
for a worthwhile community cause. If you are
dcpendaple, highly motivated, success-oriented and
can work 4-8:30 Mon·Fri, you can'lllfford to pass up
this excellent opportunity. Call Jim .243-1758 after
1!00,
6/2
GIRL SCQUT SUMMER Camp jobs .available for
purse, counselors and kltcl!en utility people, For
S/9
more details, call243-9581,
BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC, DEOICATED,
graduate or undergrad\late math, l>io)ogy, English,
cl!cmimy, physics, engineering and computer-science
tutors. Must be work-study cleared or eligible for
summer '83; Contact Bea at UNM Upward Bound
Program 277·3506, 2013 Mesa Vista Hall.
6/16
SUMMER POSITIONS AVAILABLE for jewelry
sales clerks, front-counter help and restaurant front·
counter help in fast-food operation. Apply 136
Louisiana NE. Monday-Friday 8-4.
519
WANTED: BARTENDERS, CRUISE dir~ctors,
waiter~, maids, beauticians, etc ..• to work on cruise
ships. 602-998·0426 ext. 924.
S/9
PART·TIMt; JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Savcway Liqour Stores at 5704 Lomas NE,
5516 Menaul NE.
5/9

7. Travel
SELLING ONE·WAY ticket from Alb. to Newark
$140, Good June to July, Call (609) 734·0748.
519
ONE-Wt\Y TICKET NYC. Good through 7/6/83.
$170/b~st offer. Call Mel 766·4060 days; 842·1594
evenings.
5/9
I>RIVE CAll TO New York. Gas paid. Call Mel7664060 days; 842-1594 evenings.
519
TWO ONE-WAY American Airlines tickets, Alb. to
Chicago to DC May 15,$160 each or best offer. 2680193.
519
WHITEWATER RAFTING ON Rio Grande and Rio
Chama by Wildwater Rafting, Inc; Trips start at $25.
266·97Zl.
6/16

ADVERTISE YOUR TRII', adv~nture or rid~ nc~s
In the Daily Lobo.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
WANTED TQ IIUY: Graphite tennis racket, new or
slightly used. Call266-4135.
519
IMMEJ)IATI~ CASH FOR good used furniture. 842·
6/9
6421241Jours. I'm friendly.
MOTHEil'S J>AY SPECIAL. Highest quality longst~m deU1orned roses. Boxed and delivered only $1 >I
doz. $36/3 doz. 884.5440.
5/9
Jl'ISTANT CllE:DIT, NEW credit card. No one
refused. Also information on receiving
Visa/Mastercard. Guaranteed results re~ardless of
credit rating. Call602.966-0090 ext. 0924.
519
ADVERTISE IN THE Daily Lobo. Come to 131
MmonHa!l.
tfn

9. Las N oticias
MoUNTAIN CLUB'S RAFTING trips information.
Room24-FSUD basement. Pilar, Box, Whiterock.
519
LEARN ACRYLIC PAINTING. Call Freedom
Unlv. 265·4286. Class begins June 15. All skill levels
welcome.
519
SCIENCE FICTION WEt:K~:ND: ThcUNM Science
Fiction Club (SF3) will meet twice this week. On
Friday at 7:30 p.m .. the club will meet with the
Albuq. SF Society. Robert Vardeman, local author
and UNM grad, will read from an upcoming novel
and "The Cask of Amontillado" will be shown. On
Saturday at 7 p.m., the club will meet with Alpl>a
Cemura. The program will be a speech and/or a
movie. Both meetings take place at Albuq. Federal,
4901 Central NE (corner of Central and Quincy),
S/9
TilE 1983 ISSUE of Conceptions Southwest is on
sale now! ASA Gallery, l,JNM Bookstore, 131
Marron Hall, Li\'ing Batch •••. Buy It I.
S/9
CLUB? MEETING? EVENT? Advertise In Las
Notlcias. Only to per word per day for UNM
organizations.
tfn

is expanding and looking for
Quality-Oriented Professional Help

Help
* Counter
Machine Operators
* Copy
Delivery Person
* Bindery
Work

*

CALL

255-9673
2312 Central S.E.

·D & C Auto Sales
Los Lunas Valencia Y
865·6886 local call
An Economy Car at a Fair Price
for UNM Students
Bt Ford ESCOit 3600.
81 Datsun 210 (ioad«<) 3800 (great buy)
81 Colt (load«J) 3650
Bt PontfiiC TfC/00 3600
Bt Chevette {load«JJ 3650

·-~

79 Chevy Impala St. Wagon 3650
77 Chevy Malibu t 750
77 Chevy Nova 2150
77 Ofdsmobile 1750

many others available

we take trade-ins

The Perfect Graduation Gift

LCJIJPUTE" EXPLCPt~TJCN5.__

COMPUTER EXPLORATIONS Is a twelveday summer camp experience In. the use
of this new educational tool - the microcomputer. 'fhe camp Is designed for 12,
13, and 14-yeat-olds who are beginners or
who have an Intermediate background In
the use of computers. The curriculum
Includes a comprehensive computer and
science education program Including 30
hours of ''hands-on" Instruction on
ATAAf® microcomputer systems.
Participants will learn how to use a
petsonal computer; develop programming
skills In BASIC, the most. popular home
computer language (PILOT, LOGO, and
flg·FORTH are also available); and leatn
about the Impact these tools have on our .
lives today. Field trips to various science·
related sites have been developed to
trace the history of science exploration In
New Mexico. Each session will feature
an overnight camping trip to Chacb
Canyon or Gran Qulvera ·and will explore
the science of the AnaMzl.

FEES
Tuition for a COMPUTER EXPLORATION
session Is $750.00 Including Instruction,
room, and board. Meals Will be served
cafeteria style. Space will be reserved on
a flrst-comelflrst-served basis. For more
details and application, write:

COMPUTER EXPLORATIONS
Science Education Division
P.O. Box 4846
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87196
COME EXPLORE WITH USI
Session I, May 29 -June 10
Santa Fe • Beginners only
Session II, June 19 • July 1
Albuquerque· Beglnhlng/lntermedlate
Session Ill, July 10 ·July 22
Albuquerejue, Beginning/Intermediate
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